Discover Budapest, the host of the ERAEDTA 2019 Conference!

Full of adventures and guaranteed to win your heart, Budapest welcomes you!
A city in a stunning natural setting with a rich architectural and historical heritage, offering an
unmatched combination of culture, fine cuisine and thermal baths.
You can discover the top attractions and most important sights with the Hungarian capital's official city
card, the Budapest Card! Enjoy the excellent hungarian cuisine, the atmosphere of historic baths,
experience off-the-beaten-track programmes and sights, travel around the city for free even to the
venue of the Conference to the Hungexpo! Take in 30+ free services and 80+ cultural, dining and
miscellaneous offers with discounts up to 50%.
Create your own unique Budapest experience! If you buy the Budapest Card online for your family and
companions, enter the ERAEDTA 2019 coupon code in the webshop and get 10% discount. You can also
purchase the Budapest Card in the official Budapestinfo Points in several locations in the city.
Divided in two by the Danube, the city is made up of Buda on one side: with Ottoman-era thermal baths
at the foot of the spectacular Gellért Hill, the Royal Palace and Matthias Church, it radiates calm and
peace.
One the other side lies Pest, vibrant and lively, with its slew of museums rich in cultural and historical
treasures, extraordinary Art Nouveau architecture, its majestic Parliament building considered as one
of the most magnificent in the world, Saint Stephen's Basilica surrounded by pedestrian streets, and its
entirely renovated Jewish Quarter and Palace District.
Besides its historical value, Budapest has a highly developed cultural scene with its world-class festivals
for every season, as well as theatres, museums, concert halls and sporting events. For relaxing and
enjoying nature, Margaret Island is recommendable as the city's “green heart” (considered by many to
be one of Europe's best city parks) - the perfect place to enjoy a stroll, various sports, swimming in
outdoor pools or soaking in thermal baths and spas.
As for foodies, the celebrated creations of Hungarian cuisine are a definite must! While traditional
goulash soup and „pörkölt” (stew) have a well-established reputation, the culinary revolution has taken
over Budapest, as well. From street-food made from local, all-natural ingredients to haute cuisine
creations featured in the Michelin Guide, Budapest has it all.
More information: www.budapestinfo.hu

